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Case History
A 59-year-old patient was admitted to the emergency room with a 

cessation of matter and gas, vomiting and abdominal pain, dating back 
6 days. His history did not reveal any particular history. The clinical 
examination showed fever at 38.2°, hemodynamic and respiratory 
stability with abdominal distension.  His biological workup revealed 
inflammatory syndrome and hyperleukocytosis.

 Thus, a radiograph of the abdomen without preparation was 
performed (Figure 1) showing aerial distension of the bowel, followed 
by an abdominal CT scan (Figure 2) showing a mechanical occlusion of 
the small intestine on pericaecal hernia.

The patient was then operated in emergency and the operative 
exploration confirmed the diagnosis of occlusion on pericaecal internal 
hernia (Figure 3).

Internal hernia intestinal (IHI) obstruction represents 5% of the 
causes of acute intestinal obstruction [1]. It corresponds to hernias 
forming where hollow organs are incarcerated via intra-abdominal 
or retroperitoneal orifices. A variety of internal hernias are described, 
depending on the site and the orifice involved. We distinguish hernias 
formed through normal or paranormal orifices of the peritoneum 
(Winslow’s hiatus, para duodenal, pericaecal and inter sigmoidal 
spaces) from hernias through abnormal orifices of the peritoneum 
(trans mesenteric, trans epiploic, trans mesosigmoidal, broad and 

Abstract
Radial arrangement of the distended coves with the image of a sac makes suspect an internal hernia, and the 

analysis of the point of convergence of the mesenteric folds of the distended loops allows to specify the seat of the 
hernia known as a rare cause of acute intestinal obstruction, pericaecal internal hernia or Rieux hernia is the passage of 
a hernial sac through different pericolic peritoneal recesses. Its diagnosis is not simple and should be suspected in the 
absence of particular background or with recurrent spontaneously resolving occlusive episodes, as well as the presence 
of a closed loop occlusion.

hepato gastric ligaments) or iatrogenic (small bowel surgery, gastric by-
pass) [2]. IHI occurs when the right Toldt’s fascia is detached, resulting 
in the formation of a hernia sac. The particularity of this sac is that it 
is formed in contact with the posterior or lateral walls of the ascending 
colon that can be stretched and compressed by the herniated loops 
[2,3].

The usual clinical presentation of internal hernias is an occlusive 
syndrome in a patient with a history of spontaneously resolving sub-
occlusive episodes without any particular context.

Imaging through abdominal CT scan allows suggesting the 
diagnosis thus indicating a surgical intervention which will confirm the 
diagnosis secondarily. It allows to confirm the presence of an occlusion, 
its mechanical character, its type but also to look for signs of gravity. The 
CT appearance of pericaecal internal hernias is a closed loop occlusion 
recognized in axial section by the radial arrangement of the more or less 
distended coves. Depending on the size and location of the hernia sac, 
three main types of pericaecal hernia are described, namely pericaecal 
hernia in the external (retrocaecal), internal (retro ileocaecal) and 
ileo-appendicular (posterior to the appendix and the last appendix) 
positions appendix and the last ileal loop). In this case, the CT scan 
found distension of some of the bowel coves with hydroaeric level 
and radial arrangement with a sac in the right iliac fossa behind the 
coecum suggesting a pericaecal internal hernia in its retro ileocaecal 
form (Figure 2).

The management of this type of condition remains urgent, and 
is done by surgery, consisting of disinterment of the herniated loop, 
its treatment and then closure of the breach. Surgical exploration 
confirmed our initial diagnosis by showing a sac in the right iliac fossa 
containing some necrotic loops (Figure 3).

The immediate postoperative course was simple. In the absence of 
an early diagnosis, the evolution is towards strangulation, hence the 
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Figure 1: Standing PSA showing aerial distension of the bowel.
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Figure 2: Abdominal CT scan in axial and sagittal sections showing a mechanical 
occlusion of the small intestine on pericaecal hernia. Note the radial arrangement 
of the small intestines showing a closed loop mechanism and the hyperemia.

Figure 3: Intraoperative image showing an exit of the small intestine through a 
pericaecal orifice and ileal necrosis.

interest of performing an imaging at the slightest doubt for a better 
prognosis.
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